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Penpals: Communications from eight nations.

Frontlines: Earring aid, Home bass, Art on loan, FDP and freedom,
Beatrix in Britain.

Interview: Terri James-Kester talks to Marten Toonder, creator of
Holland's most illustrious bear, OIivier 8, Bommel.

Artbeat: Hansmaarten Tromp meets artist Jeroen Henneman.

Take off: Flights of fantasy by illustrator Jim Valentine,

Eating out: Bose's Cantina in Amsterdam, Bestaurant I'Etoile in
Eindhoven.

Cover feature: Indonesian Odyssey -John Sparrow travels on the
backroads from Bandung to Bali, and in the volcanic mountains of East
Java stays with an isolated people called the Tenggerese.

Business Herald= Walter Ellis meets Albert Heijn who is rapidly forming
new international links in his expanding supermarket chain.

Highlights: What's on and where .  .  . including Colin Davis conducting
the Concertgebouw, the Slovak Philharmonic Choir with the Besidentie
Orchestra, Scapino Ballet with the Utrecht Symphony Orchestra, I Musici
at Muziekcentrum Vredenburg, Secret Garden at the Mickery, Ten Dutch
sculptors in Den Bosch,17th-century travel with Huygens at the
Pijksmuseum, Egyptian papyrus in Leiden, Melle's drawings at the
Stedelijk, New Building at the Boymans, Tony Cragg's sculpture at the
Kr6ller-Muller, New New York art at American Graffiti, Horecava and
private cars at the BAl, and the Hollywood Follies.
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W:£#:::fAe,a8t,Tor;;#{,9pt±h
wc!t 6¢ bedeel (If you see what
I mean) hits the screens o£ 70
cinemas all over the
Netherlands on February 3,
its heroes, 0livier 8. Bommel
and Tom Poes, will be 42 and
45 years old respectively.
Marten Toonder, their
spiritual father, made his
first rudimentary drawing of
Tom Poes, a woolly white cat
who was later joined by
Bommel, a rotund, none-too-
clever bear, in 1938. A few
yea.rs later De Telegraof
selected Tom Poes as
successor to Mickey Mouse,
and today there are few
Dutch newspapers which
haven't featured the duo's
adventures at some time or
other.
From a boastful, conspicuous
American oil baron, Bommel
has gradually become `a
gentleman of substance',
prevented from creating too
much havoc by his
enterprising friend Tom

:oi:i:.r:p::n:c:h:iis::`¥x::Fu=eeslas
comfortable life at
Bommelstein Castle, but he
invariably ends up at the
centre of a hazardous conflict
fl.om which only the common
sense and resourcefulness of
Tom Poes can disentangle
him. Like their Gallic cousins
Asterix and Obelix, Bommel
and Tom Poes always
celebrate the end of an
adventure with `a palatable
and nutritious dinner', an
expression which has become
a byword for Bommel addicts.
The relationship between the
two characters has long been
the subject of heated
disoussion. Some detect
homosexual overtones, while
others have compared it to
the friendships between other
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INTERVIEW

COMIC STRI PARTIST
MARTEN IIOONDER

ON LIFE WITH A
LITERARYCARTOON

by Terri James-Kester

famous couples in literature
- Mr Pickwick and Sam
Weller, Don Quixote and
Sancho Panza. In 1954 the
literary merit of Toonder's
work was acknowledged when
he was elected a member of
the Dutch Society of
Literature. Over the years his
unique idiom has added quite
a few words to the Dutch
language, though their origin
has in some cases been
forgotten.
Toonder's fascination with
comics was first awakened
back in the late 1920s when
his father, a Rotterdam sea
captain, brought home strip
cartoons from America. First
published in the Forties, the
adventures of Kappie, a

::£be°oa#%giad£:I,I:nee::idyeSork
and are a reminder of his
nautical origins.
01ivier 8. Bommel,
abbreviated to ORB and to
Ollie by his friends, wasn't
the first bear Toonder
created. That distinction goes
to Thijs IJs, a Dutch successor
to Rupert Bear. Panda, a
Toonder character who first
appeared in the English
Eveybing News, was a.

Sfi]£:]rcean]'fasot„r!£bwz,h!]z:#,9„
(King Talley-Ho) stories had

tmh%rfa]it.e]rga5rysp]r3e::rn]Sfs°%S6r[en
produced daily at Toonder
Studios.
In 1965 Toonder delegated his
responsibilities in Holland
and emigrated to the
Republic of Ireland, where he
devotes himself entirely to
the vicissitudes of Heer
Bommel and Tom Poes. His
new home, his characters and
the Bommel film (a Rob
Houwer production) were the
main subjects I discussed
with him at Amsterdam's
Hotel de l'Europe. A tall,

impeccably dressed
septuagenarian with bright
blue eyes under bushy
eyebrows, Toonder answered
some of my questions in
Dutch, others in English.

Who were uour own comde
strip h,eroes when uo!u were cb
bo„?
I used to love Bringing ap
/a;tfaer. It was published for
decades, until a few years ago
when MCManus, the artist,
died. Unfortunately the best
strip artists are dead now.
Walt Kelly, who created Pogo,
for example, and AI Capp,
who made L6'Z Ab7&er famous.
They were terrific. In
America strip cartoons are
considered literature for
adults as well as children.
There are statues of the
characters and streets named
after them. The kind of
stories that are associated
with strips in Holland and
England are very childish.
I grew out of them long ago.

A8 cb Dutch resident Of on
Engtt,sh-specking co'untrey ,
how de you corlapore the two
idngunge8?
I .used to be convinced that
English was a much richer
language than Dutch, but
when I tried to translate my
own work into English I
discovered I was wrong.
There are too many clich6s
and standard expressions in
English. Dutch is much more
fun to play around with.

Aren't you woTrhed, that, cb8
on eaputria,te, you may hose
youpr grip on the Dutch
lenounge?
There is a danger of that, but
I always speak Dutch at home
and read lots of Dutch
newspapers. I also visit
Holland at least once every
two months. While we were

working on the film I came
back even more frequently.
To be frank, though, I feel as
if I'm in a vacuum in Holland.
I don't really belong here any
more. I don't entirely belong
in Ireland either, but on
balance I prefer to be there.
The Irish are very friendly.
They're old-fashioned in the
most positive sense of the
word. They have a natural
courteousness which the
Dutch have lost. But I love
both countries, and in a way
I'm caught in midstream. I
believe that it broadens the
mind to live abroad. After all
you can't have everything.

Wh,at rna,de uou decide to
endgTcde?
In Holland I felt restricted in
more than one way. The
responsibility of my studios
had become a burden to me.

Do uou think Ireland ks cb
post,t,ive infouenee on tlour
creatwity?
Nature is stonger than
humanity in Ireland. You
need iron discipline and a
strict timetable to get
anything done. I start work
on the stroke of ten every
morning and go on working
until ten pin, with some
breaks to eat of course, and
soxpe of that time I spend
reading. But it's still a
struggle. I've seen a number
of writers settle along the
west coast of the island.
Almost invariably they leave
again after a few months
because they don't get
anything done. The Irish
countryside is mysterious and
overwhelming, and it takes a
lot of willpower to get down
to work.
On the other hand the country
nourishes your creativity.
Every Irishman is a born
storyteller. Conversations are



turned into stories in a
matter of minutes. It's not
srixprising that the Irish
dominate English literature.
They have a wonderful way
with words and come up with
all kinds of metaphors quite
naturally.

Is the d,evehopment in Tom
Poe8 crmd Heer Bommal a,
refu3cthon Of a, change in
uourseif?
There must be some kind of
parallel. My early work looks
terribly amateurish to me
now. Bommel's character has
become more defined over the
years - I hope the change is
for the better. In my opinion
it's wrong to stick to a rigid
formula, as some American
comics do. Unfortunately my
development entails getting
older., whereas Heer Bommel
and Tom Poes possess eternal
youth.

Which quahitbes a,re
inporta,at; for a 8uecesoful
comi,a strip a,rii,st?
It's essential that you love the
job. That condition can only
be fulfilled if you have
malleable characters. In the
course of my career I created
about 20 characters which
didn't have enough
flexibility, so I had to drop
them after a while. Some
have been resurrected by
others, because they were
commercially viable even
though I'd lost interest in
them. In someone else's hands
a character gradually
changes. In a way the artist
pulls it towards him.

Borrrunal i,s ve'ry diJ:i:ereat f tom
an ordina;ry strip ccl,rfuon.
Why de uoru phae so mush
emphcbsb8 on i,he beat?
Some people don't like the
literary pretensions of
Bommel. They feel that a
strip should be a picture
sequence with a few words
added to it. I disagree. Strips
are not by definition for
children, either. For me the
pictures are a concession, an
extrapolation of the text.
They have to be kept simple.
But although the text is more
important, the pictures take
up most of my time. They tell
their own story and have
their own atmosphere, so
certain things can remain
unsaid. If you only read the
text, you wouldn't even know

I was talking about animals.

Hove uou a/ny i,dea, who uour
renders cure?
The majority are probably
students. There's a strong
intellectual interest in
Bommel, which is partly
explained by the fact that it's
published in Nj3C
Ha,ndelsblnd , zL new spa.per
read by many intellectuals.
I occasionally receive learned
treatises about Bommel.
I hate it when that happens,
it's like being hit on the head
with a hammer. These people
take the whole thing so
dreadfully seriously. Every
word has to be analysed. `The
function of irony' is one of
their favourite subjects. "At
this point," they'1l say,"I detect a hint of sarcasm."
Perhaps I should consider it a
compliment that my strips

collectors' items. To7" Pttss
tcLzes, the first English
edition, now changes hands
for J.1,000. Ridiculous, if you
ask me.

Do tlou still t.injo,y drawing the
scune fr,gures aifeer all these
uear8?
Yes, but in a different way.
I've become much more
critical. I spend more time on
details than I used to, which
makes the drawings more
time-consuming. From a
commercial point of view
that's bad, of course. I keep
telling myself it's not worth
being too pernickety.
Sometimes I think I should
make individual drawings to
illustrate a story. I would
enjoy that. Working for a
newspaper requires a strict
routine. I have to turn out a
strip every day. The only way

are treated with so much
reverence, but unfortunately
it only disturbs me, to the
point where I'm unable to
write for a while.

There home been repori8 in the
press cbbout plcLgbcinsm. 18
that a, big problem?
It is. A while ago things got
so bad that bootleg editions of
my stories appeared the
moment I finished them.
Some sold 60,000 copies,
without any copyright being
paid. To make matters worse,
the judge who dealt with the
case decided not to take any
action. Finally we decided to
publish new editions of early
Bommel stories legally.
I didn't really want them to
be redistributed, but it was
the only way I was able to hit
back.
The earliest editions are now

I can get a break is to take a
few weeks off between
stories.

How d,ed uou go clout rna,hang
t,h,e fr,wh? Di,d you hoMe to ta,he
on mush, eatff a, staff?
Harrie Geelen made the first
rough outline for the film and
also wrote the text and music
for the songs. We had to get
140,000 drawings made - 24
per film second. The only way
you can get that volume of
work done in a relatively
short time is to use a lot of
people. My permanent staff
have been very busy of
course, but we also had to
engage people specially for
the film. The drawings were
made by 120 people. Bj¢rn
Jensen, a Danish artist, took
care of the basic artwork,
together with Bob Maxfield, a
Disney man.

Are uou a,l,so preducing the
fi,1m with cue Engttsh
soundtra,ck?
Initially it'll only be released
in Dutch, but the lip
movements were
synchronised to fit the
English soundtrack too. It
wasn't easy to find the right
voices. Bommel's voice, for
example, isn't as deep as
you'd imagine. It has to be
shrill with excitement
sometimes.
It would be nice to get the
film released in Sweden,
because Bommel is so popular
there.

Are you scud,8fu3d wath t,he
fain i!iou] that i,i,'s finkshed?
Yes, but I should add that I'm
a very bad judge. After
working on it for nearly three
years I can no longer criticise
it objectively.
I admire the people who
worked on it. After all they
had to copy figures created by
someone else. In my
drawings, movement is
expressed in a single picture,
but for the film it had to be
built up by a sequence, taking
account of perspective. Some
people might find that a
boring job, but fortunately
there are also those who feel
that creating movement like
that is what drawing is all
about. It's very exciting to
bring a figure to life. The
background drawings are
especially good. They provide
the right atmosphere for
identification of the film with
my strips.
AZs je begrijpt war th bedoez
was a very expensive project,
but we're sure that after all
these years nearly everyone
in Holland will want to see
what Bommel is really like -
in the flesh, so to speak. Rob
Houwer is very confident of
its succes.

Do uou wcunt 8omeo'ne el,se to
take over when uou stap
making Bommel 8t,rips
your8eif, so that your areati,on
tt,veg on?
No I don't, to be honest. Heer
Bommel and Tom Poes are
too much a part of me. I once
allowed someone else to draw
them when I was ill, but it
really hurt, though
objectively the drawings were
perhaps no worse than my
own. I don't want Bommel to
continue without me.             I
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AF]TBEAT

SURREALISA[TIONS
ln our series on contemporary Dutch artists, Hansmaarten Tromp interviews

Jeroen Henneman.
Portrait: Eddy Posthuma de Boer.

J
eroen Henneman is an artist who
doesn't like art - at least not when
it's too complicated or difficult, or if a

lot of fuss is made about it. Art, he feels,
is for looking at, not interpreting. As
soon as a work needs explaining by the
artist or critic it becomes a literary
message instead of a visual thing.
His own work illustrates this view.
He only wants to use his own fantasy,
where the most ordinary objects have a
soul and a unique story. His drawings,
lithos and objects illustrate a visual
thought process. He may draw a piece of
paper that blows out of the window,
begins a nocturnal journey through an
almost deserted city and strikes a
solitary passer-by a deadly blow in the
breast.
Henneman once described what goes on
in his head while he works: "I usually go
and mess about at my table and a process

ghr:#:lsys?:#nsiyoitchroasl:5l;ned:no:ther.
I keep linking them together until I am
left with two or three lines of thought.
In cases where they cross very strongly I
start looking for a definite theme and,
above all, a definite mood. A very
important criterion is that it must be
something I'd very much like to see in

i:%[it#usi°iT:tt:::fi;he:tisT::.`dMbye#
shows a reality desired by me."
Jeroen Henneman was born 40 years ago
in Haarlem and studied art at the Gerrit
Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam.
He was interested in the subject at an
early age, but had already decided to
become a civil engineer and build big
bridges between England and the
Netherlands - until he realised that he
would be unable to do it alone. And he did
want to be his own master, to be able to

ifgup]8ses]9bv]ifrtyycoafprr:::;si:ghi±Cs°£rs:gemr::f
large structures on a small scale. And art
was the obvious solution.
His decision was finally confirmed at a
catch-wrestling contest in Antwerp."I enjoy the colourful entourage and

fteeaxt#¥i£:.y„::%vaesn5:ikk]9nts?#;nda
big light shone above the ring. A lot of
people were smoking and it was very
beautiful. That column of light created a

sort of volume above the light itself, as if
it was a real object. I drew it when I got
home.„
Henneman sees his influences as Titian,
Miro and Magritte, as well as the
astonishing imagery of Jean Cocteau's
films, especially his Le tesfa}owe"£
d'Oaph6e.``One scene in the film shows a square
surrounded by a covered gallery where
Picasso and his friends are celebrating.
Then Orpheus comes in with a horse's
head and walks towards the camera.
But behind him you see Picasso grabbing
a spear and throwing it at him. The spear
comes out through his chest, then the
camera zooms through the nice round
hole made by the spear to where Picasso
and his friends are roaring with
laughter. I've always aimed for such a
perfect sequence of ideas."
Henneman has done more than that.
His work is a sequence of ideas and
discoveries, all of which are more than
anecdotal. The most interesting aspect
of his work is what becomes visible
behind the joke. His work, his drawings
especially, shows a world that has
something mysterious about it, despite
its apparent clarity."I once analysed my work and discovered
I was crazy about things that float,
apparently unaffected by gravity,"
he says. "A ray of light, rising when the
sun shines through a crack in a door or
window, also floats. And once my
interest in something like that is roused
I start wondering what I can do with it.
Then a link is gradually made between
different things which can suddenly be
combined. Usually the result is an image
which is not so unreal, but just that bit
different from everyday reality. That's a
characteristic of my work - it must
surprise, it must not be a direct
representation of something."
In his latest work, real feathers
represent the floating element.
He explains: "A few years ago my wife,
who designs stage costumes, took me to
an Amsterdam warehouse which was
completely stuffed with feathers. I was
specially interested in vulture feathers -
vultures are the best gliders. Then I
bought some feathers and tried to think
of a way of using them in my work.

For instance, I painted a cloudy sky and
stuck some feathers on the top edge, on
the frame, so it looked as if the whole
painting was floating away."
The game with gravity can also be seen
in a piece called Jw"p?./, shown on the
following page. Different coloured
stripes of paint look as if they are being
sucked up out of the floor by a black
surface as big as a large painting. "I use
a glass palette," he says, "and I noticed
that I could lift the paint off with a knife
when it was dried up and thick. So I took
whole strips of flexible paint off my
palette. Then I stuck pieces of lead on the
back, and the idea for J"7xp?./ came to
me.„
Henneman's oeuvre, surreal but always
lucid, is usually conceived on a scribbling
pad. Like F7ae A;¢ss, a 22-metre-high
sculpture with a surface area of 100
square metres. The 16,000 kilo steel
construction looks like several different
sculptures-fromabstracttofigurative-
depending on the angle from which it is
seen. rfa€ fe¢ss stands in the Bijlmer,
an Amsterdam suburb, and was
commissioned by a Dutch chain store.
The idea for the sculpture had been
jotted down in Henneman's scribbling
pad long ago - a pencil line in the shape
of a woman's profile kisses the upright
page of a sketchbook shaped like the
profile of a man. The present sculpture is
an attempt to give form to this idea.
Its two lines, the two profiles of a man
and woman whose lips barely touch and
whose necks disappear gracefully into
the ground, have all the flow of
Henneman's original pencil lines.
From scribbling pad to sculpture, from
fantasy to reality, it seems to be a

:°onrt±nwu£!:Zfs°awciE8v]:aejrthHoeu¥E:glfanu':h
effort. Jeroen Henneman is not an artist
who suffers at his work table. "I can
name a string of artists who produced
masterpieces without visibly having
suffer.ed at all," he once said in an
interview. "For instance, Monet,
Delacroix and Magritte." The same
Magritte, by the way, who about 20 years
ago went up to Henneman at one of his
f irst exhibitions and whispered to the
artist that he found his work "incredibly
beautiful''.                                            +
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Ihe day began to die in the
Tenggerese highlands of East Java.
As the 2,000-metre Anj asmara

swallowed the sun, the last villagers
trekked home, backs bent under produce
from the garden terraces that cling
impossibly to the mountainsides. Under
the eaves of tin-roofed wooden homes in

:::skpaiFaE:Fig:'cru:€e]r°s`:::r£:ngswrapped

:]v8ehntifg:innstti#heegi::ri`ing8h::`add:fdand
cloud cloaked the mountain valleys.

;:beta:i¥Vi];:h:oetu#:§i:e::1;:t]#:Pcrl:a:i:s;[#e
wind stirred and moaned through the
pines. A storm was in the offing and the
headman ordered more wood for the
chimneyless hearth around which we
huddled.
Since temperatures in these highlands
eight degrees south of the equator can
fall to freezing, his offer of shelter had
been welcome. Java, an island the size of
Greece may harbour 80 million people
and struggle under a population density
double that of the Netherlands, but in

iha%£::::ri¥#aows§:trae]£8t5yT::tc£:[n:of the
common courtesy.`t`¥e°#n%]g|e¥%Sef,£iptdh%nh:£3:::°:a:gong

a smile revealing brown teeth. "Our

i::t###ee:;:csttsr::r8%ra]#,a
The smile became a chuckle. "Listen.

#£rautt¥?:uhreiarrri°t:tbi::ia5SoE%tfa#nd

;;?i;iE;::ciio#re;3u?meg,riot:u;Eia!iir:o?a#t#
:::£udne?;¥£ic:ctti:eT;onigg:::ieh€ei[at::%ime
fire god Sang Hyang Batara Brahma

:P#;;6a¥::t{:5]o9::1::::r::esomu::notfa]n
Surabaya in a region of raw natural
beauty, uncompromising country in
which the sentiment of scientists who
found Java Man and surmised the island
was the original location of Eden, can be
understood. But I hadn't come to indulge
in 19th-century romanticism. I was
fascinated by the Tengger massif for

E#g:gh{:[seufes¥5tofg,r:haes3fo£,g&9
mountain f armers.

iE,#|%e::g:e,%:g:rn:8%#i:eth¥mFae,%[gn%:f:i:os:i:a:a
than 350 ethnic and cultural groups. Still,

;:e:a:1:O:c:cLf¥#a:ss£;:a:tan:t§]:ate:irac:o:uB:u:treydiyen
Theyare,.in fact,ananachronism,alast

gt]t#apysa'a]?esfemeenr£:SEE:tfii]#:rAa::isfeas

#tehnoung%t:#n]8.f8?£`isgh£]nygpsatsesaeff:¥t,y
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to ancient beliefs and customs traceable
to the great Majapahit empire, they are
the descendants of Hindus who survived
the tidal wave of Islam which swept Java

inhteh;r:::gee:mi:#Ps.ofthesegentle
highlanders is vague, but as we ate a fine
meal of fish and chicken cooked in huge

iraonng:?:a:|eeraaLo:f,t`oo|:=eo#;#?g"Our ancestors came to the slopes of holy
Mount Bromo in the early days of

E,pj3Ea,ha£5;[nte¥ea££tnhged[::tsoafnt£:pgrreeaadt

:i:mM%Fu¥ca::.a#nMig]fae¥iaatfdBf:Fh::nagnd
broke out with Islamic districts on the
coast, most of the nobles, priests and
artisans escaped to Bali and created the
island of a million temples all you
foreigners seem to know. But many of

ih£::g£¥£erymp;:g]:hs#tc:::uR8oer:ere.
Ante7Lg and her husband Joko Seye7'.

Fnr:Fet#,Sc¥e¥iengci#rte:f°hui:#gmh:i';ofed
home, I listened for hours, With legend
came stories of religious rites and fecb7.a,
am::aitci,eitoyf#fset.ivHa::B:ieceo`;3:::easlthe

gE#i°!i:igd`*£8:g£:oafnadn%:sT:r°°
worship and soul dolls, of extravagant
funeral feasts costing small fortunes.
But most of all he spoke of Bromo, the
god of fire, and the great jresa;dcL festival
in January when thousands of Hindu
pilgrims climb to the crater's rim to

Ftawk:u°Lif:::nm8#i:et?:gi°adcsa.tethem.The
headman has survived two eruptions and
I asked him if the Tenggerese were ever

#&Etuosu:;,;{E:nrgjFfeBd:oampoLszE:3{:owkon

#Sh:ac;;`=ifuvteys°oucfo°sne'touThdee:Sotfsn£Ldin
harmony with them, they become your
guardians."
He then related an incredible tale, one

:#£:iheo;.£t[£:s];#vro|g:¥:|%ti::s
warned the local population well in
advance of the eruptions, and advised
their evacuation. But the Tenggerese
would have none of it. The god of fire

¥£:Ldt]£:kmait£]r{:geb:;tahne¥hsea;dd'oannnded
plastic helmets, hired trucks and headed
for the crater as though it were a
firfgy°rwkesndtfg#y;ht,Jthesaid,hilarity

:8::iaigintgh:°ouf¥?c:?Lec£]::t::£:t¥o°nr.e„aTshhee

:ieeww¥8Sh#r::eTipeefcitearcc:1::utB:i:h3¥:anr°ed

ige£{;#::}n£::rn::#ewiyu:;dnte°t€r
Next morning I left to see Bromo for

Fh%Sfei]rf;t`:i¥easso¥nahn°eu;i:fy°;ee::whand
breaking the darkness of the kampongs.

Above amd bet,ow.. TenggeTe8e by Mount Bromo

Ch,unrenina,8h,rainOfMoun±Galunggung





Progress up the forested mountainside

¥a:1:I::'ci::rjee:Ehs:°t¥£:E8oF:rweeasnfde;]heedn

?iymteh:hper:¥;°i:8Ej8#;te°rw=;:iuoto±rntghe
down on Bromo from 2,700-metre Mount
Penanjakan.
I'm addicted to the dawn, not for the

!tn8t:tn8#e°gerfgeh:;So;et`££:h;:#tfff£:og¥,e
an uplifting at freshness and beauty the
day has yet to spoil.
The silence was absolute, as if the cloud
way below was muffling humanity. I
might have been one of those handsome
but ham Italian actors who played
dubbed Olympian gods in early Sixties
movies. I could see what was going on
down there but I couldn't hear.
Bromo lay sullen and smouldering under

:::eyaeii[n°g:E8:#nytot:res];ghatsnc:Zed
surface. In front of her, in the flat iron-
grey expanse of what is known as the
Sand Sea, was Mount Batok, an extinct

&odnee£££nt:::3es%EsinTte.rfenc5£g:hTnadr,redby

!oewmeerininio:a#iiLye::;,raat'`3,:t7o6oietres

|avea::££siFpeps:dmo°vue:ttah£:.Tenggermassif
and a puff of smoke rose from Semeru to

:LfvTsb££££¥£:ya.Tneawryo£#::,ThuesE::%E::
had told me the gods brought this
mountain from the Himalayas to provide
them with a suitable home.
Unfortunately it had fallen over in the
process and large chunks had broken off
to form half a dozen other craters in the
vicinity. For some reason he forgot to tell
me that Semeru was one of seven
Javanese volcanoes so lethal it has
constant attention from volcanologists.
But then he probably thought that
irrelevant.

he high priest leaned forward in his
easy chair and offered me a cookieIfrom a-glass jar. He wasn't what I'd

expected of a A;ap¢!¢ d%fe%%. Rather than
a wispy-bearded old mystic with flowing
robes and lowered eyelids, I'd found a
genial man in his mid-forties who wore
an open-necked shirt and natty black
jacket above his sarong. The
environment was unusual, too. No Hindu

igt:l]£edd:e:pd:i:t:i:g:#f€:a:y:%an::e¥;s::d:e:sled
room dominated by a stereo system and
a shiny Japanese motor cycle by an iron-
framed bed.
His name was Soedjai and I met him in a
fly-filled house on a dusty, pot-holed road
in the village of Ngadisari. A

i°oEfh°.:aasbt]:f]t#:mcoo¥rsT?s!ts%::rtei;
below hills resembling a vast market
garden. Plot after plot, terrace upon
terrace, provide the industrious
Tenggerese with staple products like
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corn, cabbage, carrots, potatoes and
onions.
Thirty-eight villages are spread through
the massif, the spiritual needs of each
cared for by a d"fow7a. Soedjai is the
dukun of dukuns, the holy man my friend
in Wonokitri had sent me to see.
I wanted to know more about the Kesa)dcL
festival wrien Hindus (and an increasing
number of Javanese of other religions)
come to Bromo like Moslems to Mecca.
The dukun obliged with Llegend. The
prince and princess who sought refuge in
the highlands had been childless and
began to pray and meditate on the
volcano in the hope of a supernatural
answer. At last Bromo erupted and from
the crater a voice told them they would
be granted children on the condition that

:::cyh::g8aedst]yh°ouo]£.besacrificedon
Joko Anteng and Roro Seger
subsequently had many children, the
youngest, Kusuma, growing up strong
and handsome. But even in his
adolescence periodic eruptions reminded
his parents of their promise. Unwilling
to honour it, they finally fled, moving
their family to a remote corner of the
mountains. Angry, the gods pursued
them with lava and fire until, with no
place left to hide, Kusuma was taken.
When calm returned, the parents heard
their son's voice coming from the
volcano. He chided them for their
infidelity and urged all Tenggerese to
make offerings to Bromo every year on
the night of the full moon in the month
of Kesada. His advice has been heeded to
this day.
It has been speculated that the legend
reveals a past practice of human sacrifice
in this once isolated region. But on
January 31, while mantras are recited, it
will be mainly crops, chickens and money

#:£:efdrJ;ai¥i]::i:€%rb:f£]|:theyare
He is used to speculation about his
religion. In the scant literature I could
find in Jakarta about the Tenggerese,
I had leaned it contained traces of
Islam. One source even described it as
Buddhist Dharma.
Soedjai sought solace in the cookie jar
once more. "We are Hindus, nothing
more," he said between munches. Since

£:twhaesftes#t8fh£Efrs{£:i.[cyHafi&°u¥svin;:di
these mountains is even older than on
Bali. Quite recently Balinese scholars
confirmed this with the transcription of
ancient scratchings found on ZowtcLr palm
leaves.

#:eE:1i::spee:fea=:::Fheei:idogx,c;aecies.
return ours to Ibu Pertiwi, the goddess
of the earth, and bum effigies: We
revere our women more. When a man
marries, he follows the woman to %e7.
home. The eldest daughter inherits, not
the eldest son and so on. But we believe
in the same supreme god, the same holy
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book, the same holy trinity. Only our
customs differ. You must understand
that before tourism we were very
isolated, outside influence was
negligible."
Tourism. A new god has joined the
ancients on Bromo. Although most

i#sa£!i#s:ci:oe#h:e::e:::i::=g;hI;;iT=er:i;'omv.e
the Tenggerese lot but insufficient to
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across the Sand Sea on foot or on
horseback are bussed in from
comfortable hotels in the nearby resort
of Tretes, to climb the crater at dawn.
Up in Wonokitri, the headman looks

;:a¥Fro::n#::u:Sg:h:i¥:i:I,ia?#t::tyhm::1#
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said.
I had nightmarish visions of modern
hotels and fast highways decimating
those untouched mountains."Where would they stay?" I asked

fifg`loo#etic£:]¥eacrossthedyingembers."With the villagers, and here, in my
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with paradise."

Java would be nowhere without itsvolcanoes. While their craters shelter
the supernatural, the residue of their
eruptions provides the J avanese with
some of the most fertile land in the
world.
Along the island's rugged spine of
almost 700 miles are more than a
hundred volcanic outlets, a good third of
them active. And, in the spectacular

&%rndter:]C3:##:tdwbeeeennYee£{nadneddthat
before they can enrich, their outpourings
must first ravage.
The winding road that runs from
Bandung, the West Javanese capital, up

;hu::t8shs8natTa:iaanndd:caasj:.m#e3¥i6:i:edrs
down on valleys of ripening pcbcz¢ and
multifarious greens, on ploughing oxen
and flooded terraces where women bent

;3epi`ra#itt:s¥B:dnedrao:€sS#!ob:rastgreswand
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clich6s to notice. But suddenly it was
raining ash.
Sodikin, the `wild taxi' driver from
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Jakarta whose temperamental little
Toyota we'd chartered, began muttering
and slamming his fist on the steering
wheel."Galunggung mister! No good!"
I guess that was the understatement of

:::#rayr;£3:fh°ar;:::£etdh:r]#greento
grey and the rice fields, the forests,
the bananas, the palm trees and the local
population began to choke on the dust
from a volcanic eruption.
Galunggung was the first of three
slumbering volcanoes to awaken in the
Indonesian archipelago last year, not an
event the world's press made much of
because the f orce of the explosions
presented no direct threat to civilisation.
The evacuation of 80,000 people from this
densely populated area was thought to be
temporary, for no one foresaw months of
eruptions and the ruination of
agriculture and fishery. The Red Cross,
though, was soon appealing for funds to
face a national disaster and the threat of
widespread starvation.
Before it erupted on April 5, Galunggung
had been dormant since 1894. In the
subsequent six months it made up for its
drowsiness by erupting sometimes twice
a week, spewing ash in a 100-kilometre
radius.
Back in August the population was still
taking it philosophically. In a roadside
eatery, the owner dusted her bottles and
shrugged. "One day the padi will benefit,
I suppose. Our land is rich because the
gt4"w7t,g feeds it."
Outside, drifts of the fine, pervasive dust
formed in the streets, as if in a
snowstorm seen through a grey filter.
Women and children scurried hither and
thither under umbrellas, beca}A; riders
ploughed on stoically, plastic bags over
their heads, and on the corner a trader
made hay before the sun shined and the
demand for his face masks lessened.
As we drove out of it, a phrenetic
clearing up had begun in village and

g#amk%:#:eweespatnf:opLaE:3fwaenr£Poe:EF
I wonder how long the determination
lasted. By mid-October Garut and
Tasikmalaya were under a 20-centimetre
coating, and, on the slopes of
Galunggung where 35,000 people once
lived, the ash was metres deep.
The fear as the rainy season began was
that monstrous lava mudslides would
force some 300,000 people to leave their
homes.
The price of padi is high in West Java.

P erhaps the most famous of West
Java's volcanoes (at least among

foreign visitors) is Tangkuban Parahu,
the "Upturned Boat" mountain 30
kilometres north of Bandung, where the
bubbling floor and steaming moonscape
of the main crater reveals it is dormant
but far from dead.
Bandung is a bustling city, 610 metres
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above sea level. Established as a Dutch
garrison town in the 19th century,
it underwent a great expansion in the
1920s and 30s, and, if rundown in parts
today, still retains something of a
colonial air.
I was tempted to stay at the Savoy
Homann Hotel, where Dutch `pilgrims'
wallow in the nostalgia of what is said to
be the finest monument to Art Deco in
Asia. Instead, I listened to Sodikin (who
was appalled by the price of the Savoy's
tea) and made tracks for Grand Hotel
Lembang in the nearby hills, where the
colonial air is even rarer.
Before the Second World War, this was
where many a colonial administrator
found a cool, weekend retreat. It was the
`in' place on the social scene,

one dressed for dinner, gentlemen in
black tie,ladies in elegant gowns, and
there were grands balls for the grand
ihotel. Today Lembang suggests
decaying grandeur and faded glory.
We were shown to our quarters in the old
wing by a room boy in his seventies,
wearing a white uniform and black
Moslem fez. As he shuffled through the
garden with our bags, he told me he'd
been at the Grand Hotel since 1920.
I asked if he preferred the old days.
He looked my jeans and sweatshirt up
and down. "We had a certain class of
gentleman then," he said politely. "Of
course, the hours were long, but the tips
were better."
We'd reached our suite, two bedrooms,
bathroom and living-room for $25 a day
including breakfast. I suspect that in the
hotel's heyday they would have been
quite splendid rooms with their high
ceilings, tiled floors and spaciousness,
decadent enough for Somerset
Maugham's aesthetes or Louis Couperus,
the masterful Dutch writer whose novels
set in the East Indies breathe with a
colonial self-indulgence.
The present-day reality was Spartan,
though. The cream paint was peeling and
I couldn't see Maugham using a desk
quite so impoverished as the wooden one
in the living-room. Even if the lamp had
worked. The remainder of the furniture
was of a similar vintage.
For all that, I loved the place, probably
because I'm an incurable romantic. I took
a 77®cb7®cZ6 (a cold refreshing bath whereby
one ladles water over oneself from a
receptacle) and settled in the living-room
along with the cockroaches who were
shuffling about behind the chest-of-
drawers.
There was a knock at the door and the
ancient reappeired with a silverish tray
bearing a china service."Tea, me"ee7.,'' he said in a monotone, and

placed it on the rickety table before me.
I hadn't ordered any but at Grand Hotel
Lembang some things are taken for
granted. One always has drunk tea at
four in the afternoon and presumably
one always will. Now that's a real hotel.
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